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Summary

Summary

Summary:

Summary:

 An outage to the ATLAS IAM 

 An outage to the ATLAS IAM 

atlas-auth.web.cern.ch

atlas-auth.web.cern.ch

 caused CEs at CERN (and globally)

 caused CEs at CERN (and globally)

with ATLAS token submitted jobs to timeout querying token signing keys, dramatically reducing their

with ATLAS token submitted jobs to timeout querying token signing keys, dramatically reducing their

ability to accept new job submissions

ability to accept new job submissions

Impact:

Impact:

 Grid jobs drained at CERN and globally for all multi-VO sites that support ATLAS

 Grid jobs drained at CERN and globally for all multi-VO sites that support ATLAS

Detection:

Detection:

 Initial detection was LHCb submission failures against CEs at CERN, CNAF and GridKA

 Initial detection was LHCb submission failures against CEs at CERN, CNAF and GridKA

LHCb submissions during the outage

LHCb submissions during the outage

Timeline

Timeline

29.10.2022, 00:30

29.10.2022, 00:30

 - Start of stress test (32 concurrent clients asking for access token, ~ 100

 - Start of stress test (32 concurrent clients asking for access token, ~ 100

tokens per second)

tokens per second)

31.10.2022, 07:12

31.10.2022, 07:12

 - ATLAS IAM instance stopped to respond

 - ATLAS IAM instance stopped to respond

09:55

09:55

 LHCb notify Batch Service Manager on submission problems to CERN (+ GridKA +

 LHCb notify Batch Service Manager on submission problems to CERN (+ GridKA +

CNAF). Submission plot indicates problems beginning sometime after 07:30

CNAF). Submission plot indicates problems beginning sometime after 07:30

11:30

11:30

 Batch service determines that the CE Collector process is spending time blocked

 Batch service determines that the CE Collector process is spending time blocked

verifying tokens at 

verifying tokens at 

atlas-auth.web.cern.ch

atlas-auth.web.cern.ch

11:49

11:49

 Incident opened in Service Now with the WLCG Identity and Access Management Team

 Incident opened in Service Now with the WLCG Identity and Access Management Team

(INC3283817)

(INC3283817)

31.10.2022, 11.58

31.10.2022, 11.58

 - Picked up by CERN WLCG IAM Supporter (on holiday). Problem identified.

 - Picked up by CERN WLCG IAM Supporter (on holiday). Problem identified.

Attempts to contact CNAF IAM developers to validate fix (majority also on holiday)

Attempts to contact CNAF IAM developers to validate fix (majority also on holiday)

12:33

12:33

 IAM Service Manager restarts the pod, problem persists.

 IAM Service Manager restarts the pod, problem persists.

13:21

13:21

 IAM Supporters identify large number of expired tokens to delete, client 

 IAM Supporters identify large number of expired tokens to delete, client 

 

 

vegeta stress

vegeta stress

test script

test script

 

 

. Attempt to delete tokens.

. Attempt to delete tokens.

13:32

13:32

 Author of stress test script stops activity

 Author of stress test script stops activity

14:07

14:07

 Database support engaged to help with deletions. Due to lock on first attempt they wait.

 Database support engaged to help with deletions. Due to lock on first attempt they wait.

16:25

16:25

 Deletion of access tokens complete. Problem persists.

 Deletion of access tokens complete. Problem persists.

18:46

18:46

 Further 2M tokens deleted from the stress test client. Problem persists.

 Further 2M tokens deleted from the stress test client. Problem persists.

31.10.2022, 18:34

31.10.2022, 18:34

 - Handed to SciToken/HTCondor-CE developers who start debugging with

 - Handed to SciToken/HTCondor-CE developers who start debugging with

the MWT2 site.

the MWT2 site.

20:17

20:17

 Scitokens / htcondor-ce dev suggest workaround updating token metadata cache on the

 Scitokens / htcondor-ce dev suggest workaround updating token metadata cache on the

CEs

CEs

20:35

20:35

 Workaround applied to CERN CEs, allows for submission to be restored to normal

 Workaround applied to CERN CEs, allows for submission to be restored to normal

frequency. 

frequency. 

OUTAGE MITIGATED

OUTAGE MITIGATED

21:21

21:21

 - First WLCG Ops official announcement

 - First WLCG Ops official announcement

01.11.2022, 08:18

01.11.2022, 08:18

 - DB was restored from the 28.10.2022 backup (thanks to DBOD)

 - DB was restored from the 28.10.2022 backup (thanks to DBOD)

08:30

08:30

 - IAM is back online 

 - IAM is back online 

OUTAGE ENDS

OUTAGE ENDS

Root cause

Root cause

The ATLAS IAM outage (OTG0073879) was the proximate cause. This was triggered by stress tests

The ATLAS IAM outage (OTG0073879) was the proximate cause. This was triggered by stress tests

by an ATLAS member, which increased the number of tokens in the database causing the IAM

by an ATLAS member, which increased the number of tokens in the database causing the IAM

software to fail. The IAM pod in the Kubernetes deployment went down and failed to restart.

software to fail. The IAM pod in the Kubernetes deployment went down and failed to restart.

The root cause of the issue for the HTCondor CEs was that the Scitokens cpp library blocks whilst

The root cause of the issue for the HTCondor CEs was that the Scitokens cpp library blocks whilst

trying to fetch public keys for the tokens. This led to the duty cycle of the CE to be occupied by this

trying to fetch public keys for the tokens. This led to the duty cycle of the CE to be occupied by this

blocking operation, which reduced the window in which the CE was able to accept new jobs.

blocking operation, which reduced the window in which the CE was able to accept new jobs.

Resolution

Resolution

Workaround to scitokens sqlite db to manually increase the timestamp of the key update.

Workaround to scitokens sqlite db to manually increase the timestamp of the key update.

Final resolution was a restoration of the database on the IAM.

Final resolution was a restoration of the database on the IAM.

What went well

What went well

Issue picked up fairly quickly given people’s availability

Issue picked up fairly quickly given people’s availability

Workaround identified (IAM recovered before it was fully deployed)

Workaround identified (IAM recovered before it was fully deployed)

DBOD restore went very smoothly and ATLAS IAM restarted without intervention

DBOD restore went very smoothly and ATLAS IAM restarted without intervention

What went badly

What went badly

Almost all IAM supporters were away

Almost all IAM supporters were away

WLCG Crisis procedure was not followed

WLCG Crisis procedure was not followed

The stress tests were not known to the IAM supporters and were run against production rather

The stress tests were not known to the IAM supporters and were run against production rather

than dev

than dev

Outage to a resource for one VO impacted many (or all) VOs

Outage to a resource for one VO impacted many (or all) VOs

Global impact across the grid for sites with htcondor-ce and ATLAS token based submission

Global impact across the grid for sites with htcondor-ce and ATLAS token based submission

One activity from one script, albeit a synthetic use case, was able to cause a global outage

One activity from one script, albeit a synthetic use case, was able to cause a global outage

Failure of relatively new components meant resolution wasn’t typical BaU event

Failure of relatively new components meant resolution wasn’t typical BaU event

Failure of one network component for subset of jobs was enough to effectively break the Duty

Failure of one network component for subset of jobs was enough to effectively break the Duty

Cycle loop of the CE

Cycle loop of the CE

We haven’t end to end tested such scenarios for these new components

We haven’t end to end tested such scenarios for these new components

Where we got lucky

Where we got lucky

Despite holidays, different timezones and unexpected nature of event, relevant experts from

Despite holidays, different timezones and unexpected nature of event, relevant experts from

IAMS support and upstream components were mobilized quickly to resolve

IAMS support and upstream components were mobilized quickly to resolve

Initial problem report from LHCb included crucial information about multi-site nature of problem

Initial problem report from LHCb included crucial information about multi-site nature of problem

Further postmortems

Further postmortems

ATLAS

ATLAS

Batch

Batch

Next steps

Next steps

IAM progress limited until Graduate joins. Graduate role already planned to focus on production

IAM progress limited until Graduate joins. Graduate role already planned to focus on production

readiness, stress testing etc.

readiness, stress testing etc.

Non blocking version of Scitokens cpp library has been tested with htcondor-ce, will be

Non blocking version of Scitokens cpp library has been tested with htcondor-ce, will be

deployed via epel

deployed via epel

IAM

IAM

Investigate need to keep access tokens if they are unrevocable (there is already a cleanup

Investigate need to keep access tokens if they are unrevocable (there is already a cleanup

mechanism when tokens expire)

mechanism when tokens expire)

Investigate protection against individual clients

Investigate protection against individual clients
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